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Enclosed for the Bureau is the original an 
copies of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as 
aboy^, which reflects the subject's inter^r^w of 9/17/76 at 
theacbtica, New York, Resident Agency.
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Enclosed for^iamijare two copies and for^h 
^one. copy of the above described LHM. (U) -

‘^^^Contents of the LHM are se^lf-explanatory and are 
bein<furnished to the Bureau for transmittal to the CIA at 

5 th® Headquarters level. (U) • 'l ^««***^i
Agents who conducted the interview were SA's 
DEYO and JAMES J. ROSE. (Uz)

This LHM has been classified "Secret" in that it 
reflects information concerning[the Cuban Intelligence Service™, 
as well as a possible double agent situationTI
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DATE OF REVIEW

/ 3

nformation contained in this inemorandum 
is considered secret unless otherwise 'noted herein.'•ClO
/ On September 17, 1976, '.MANUEL LEONARDO DE ARMAS, by
request, voluntarily appeared at the Utica Resident Agency 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. (FBI) Hp was advised 

’of the FBI's interest and jurisdiction in internal security . 
matters as well as his constitutional rights as they appear on 
an Interrogation; Advice of Rights Waiver/ DE ARMAS subsequently
furnished the following information 
his knowledge and consent.

was recorded with-

DE ARMAS departed Utica? New York, in March, 
1975 for the purpose of obtaining employment in the Miami, Florida 
area. He subsequently gained employment as an investigator with 
a firm named Preventive Security Service. DE ARMAS explained 'that
his grandmother presently resides in Caracas 
he left the United States for Caracas on ber 2, 1975,.to visit

Venezuela and that ,

her. At that time he met MAJRIA^N^I^XTAeSd^
the 26 year old daughter of 
currently residing in Cuba aAd
Motion Pictures, and the ex-wife of _RAU 
D ARMAS stated that MARIA has been invo

ationalwe
oyed / a director of Cubanl -̂- 

lTANCCLUKE-of Venezuela.
"“"Th ft f ti st Movement

in Venezuela along with 4 brothers whose last names are ARCIA-PONCE 
who are considered the Leftist e^ite of that country.
pointed out that his primary reason for traveling to Caracas was ; 
to place himself in a position where he could be of assistance to
the United States Government.' He stated that in conversations with < 
MARIA and the GARCIA-PONCE Brothers, they discussed numerous
illegal activities including the possibility of
•Columbia. '

DE ARMAS returned to Miami on October 
the overall possibility of establishing contact

drug "traffic from

4, 1975 and discussec 
with the Cuban

Government with the FBI", but in view of the vagueness of his 
statements, there was little response from that agency.. He then
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RE :

. J

NUEL LEONARDO-DE ARMAS

ERASTQmE^^^ whom he described
to the Pre^iggfri%'^tTf^ehez^ and ---------”
came to his attention from a 
described as a functionary of 
in Miami, and also from one .RICA 
functioned out of Caracas. 'H^we'

as an Assistant
This information 

whom DE ARMAS
General Counsel

claimed that,

IA source
EER^NANDE, 
ezuel

the information concerning this "individual is congnpn 
in certain circles. A second individual, _
was described as a Cuban National in charged'S"™ *e~p^rsxmai: 
security of the President of Venezuela and/also a CIA source 
and apparently in charge of security for high levels of
Venezuelan Government in general. VASQUEZ, according to
Dg ARMAS, established a cover for NAVARETTE in Venezuela 

^^^•0 is also working for (the CIA, as well aJQ the FBr^BM-h-en-------------------HIi 
asked how~he knew this, DE ARMAS claimed that information 
is well known in Miami amoung Cuban emigre groups as well as 
in Cuba itself. He claimed that VASQUEZ has been a target of the 
Cuban Government for the last fifteen years. /jgKj

The. tape was completed to the satisfaction of hisf Cuban 
Intelligencer corroborators and he described the finished product 
as a "bombshell". The tape was then submitted to FIDEL CASTRO 
for review and approval: CASTRO reviewed the film prior to its 
submission to the Political Bureau and after CASTRO's review it
was sent back to their group for revision. A number of cuts 
were made in the video tape which is apparenty^hen viewed in 
that the tape in part lacks continuity. fiFSpUj

Reference to ERASTOS FERNANDEZ and ORLAND GARCIA
VASQUEZ was deleted from the video tape. The purpose of these 
_£Uts was#fco *avoid any stress in Venezuelan-Cuban relations. 
PASCUAL^tolo appears to have been the case officer handling 
DE ARMAS, told DE ARIBAS that CASTRO desired to speak to him 
after reviewing the tape. DE ARMAS was placed on standby to 
await a summons from CASTRO for interview. About 2 o'clock
a.m. the morning DE ARMAS received a telephone call
fromfPASCUA^n:rm)rming him that he would be right over to 
his hotel room and that CAg^RQ .was ready for his interview.
At about 2:30 a.m.|^ASCUAE|^ him up and drove him to the 
Plaza of the Revolution. “They entered the building directly
behind the statuteof JOSE MARTIN 
floor office occupied by CASTRO. (

proceeded to a fifth

DE ARMAS1 interview with CASTRO was brief and to 
the point. CASTRO was sympathic towards DE ARMAS' position 
but spoke as if the impetus for the press conference came from

16
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RE :^MANUEL LE ARDO DE ARMAS

DE ARMAS and that for his own reasons CASTRO wanted a number
of revisions made in the tape. CASTRO's attitude implied that he
was permitting the DE ARMAS news release and pointed 
that release was purely voluntary on DE ARMAS' part.

.put that

DE ARMAS recalled, that again on his own, he made a 
statement at the beginning of the press conference in which he 
remarked that the statements he was making were voluntary. His 
interview with CASTRO lasted for approximately twenty minutes and 
he expressed a completely willing and positive-attitude to CASTRO 
in the release of the press conference. He did not object in any 
way to the revisions which CASTRO had found necessary. DE ARMAS' 
impression from his interview with CASTRO was that CASTRO attempted 
to convey the impression to him that he or the Cuban Government were 
doing DE ARMAS a favor in permitting him to make the press release.

At this point in the interview, DE ARMAS explained 
that he did not feel that the information that he furnished in
the press release was of any great damage to the United States 
Government in that it contained many obvious untruths and 
misinformation. As an example, he purposely identif ied/Mr , 
FRED DUNCAN as an employee of the CIA when he is actually .
an employee of DEAjgtyHe reiterated that his motivation throughout/lfj 
all of this activity was to ingratiate himself with the Cuban 
Government in order to place himself in a position whereby
he could be of assistance to the United States Government. DE ARMAS 
accepted full responsibility for all gfhis actions as .
noted throughout this entire affair. /STh

<2>gf*ARMAS noted that he had made some comments concerning 
one FELIxXmAPtiNE Z_jwhom he identified as a Cuban exile who left 
CubeF^so^ the revolution and is connected with the
Anti-CASTRO news media. DE ARMAS did not know MARTINEZ'and 
was simply briefed on his activities by Cuban Intelligence, which 
information was reflected in his news release. He also referred to
a PQLJEO tphoneXic) in the same context. He recalls haying
identifiedL MARTINITZ-cind POLIEO asfciA contract agents]^ He referred 
tgtfRICARDO NAVARETTE, mentioned above, (also as a CIA contract agentJ 
inF&enezuela, which information was not deleted from the press 
release. NAVARETTE, acgos^ing toAP^ ARMAS, was a State witness in 
the case of Dg^QJUjAJj^^ oT]

DE ARMAS stated that the press release contained comments 
concerning the FBI in Miami, Florida, and specifically about an 
individual named DWYER who is well known in Miami and who is

17
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RE: JRMANUEL . LEONARDO DE ARMAS

In regards to the ROLANDO MASFERRER jaurder, DE ARMAS claimed 
that Abdala considered MASFE!^i^Is*'W^ efforts and
had formulated plans for his assassination. The possibility of 
planting C-4 plastic explosive in his automobile was explored. 
After a number of discussions, of which DE ARMAS was privy, 
someone in Abdala made the statement to forget about the 
plans to kill MASFERRER. DE ARMAS_stated that'shortly thereafter 
MASFERRER was killed when his automobile was bombed. After the 
bombing, Mr. ROBERT MILLS of the. FBI Miami, approached DE ARMAS and 
inquired as to any information he may have as to the bombing and whether 
he was personally involved in it. DE ARMAS advised MILLS of the discussions 
within ABDALA concerning the possible assassination ofM^SFERRER but 
denied any direct knowledge'of MASFERRER's murder, '

Cuban Intelligence were aware that DE ARMAS was affiliated
with Abdala and they also believed that he had direct knowledge of 
the MASFERRER killing. As a result, during his debriefings, DE ARMAS ;
attributed the receipt of plastic explosive C-4 from BOB MILLS ^hom x"'^'
he purposely identifiedfasj'a CIA OfficerJ®)Then he claimed that he gavefjXj 1 
the explosives to Abdala with the implication that Abdala was x--'
responsible fzor MASFERRER’s murder. r. „ <'yy J. u B

DE ARMAS claimed that an individual named _ :
although claiming to be an anti-Castro Cuban in the Miarffi< ida
area,. is a close personal friend of CASTRO and RAUL CASTRO. He is 
th^ director of an anti-Castro magazine /^et the feeling in Havana is 
■that he may be working for CASTRO. /Jr

The bombing of WQBA Broadcaster
also discussed with DE ARMAS. DE ARMAS c1aimed That "shortly 
furnishing his press release he was naturally branded as a traitor 
by the Cuban Community in Miami. MOULION took the position 
publicly that the full story concerning DE ARMAS had not come to
light and thereafter statements concerning his treason were unfounded
at the time. About 3 days after his defense of DE ARMAS, 
his automobile was bombed with the result that MOULION p
lost both his legs. DE ARMAS had no knowledge of the bombing V O Q\ 
of MOULION’s car. However, the official Cuban sentiment is that—<^"5 » 
the bombing was performed by group. The Cuban
Government is elated over thi% 'because RT^ERIA who has alwasy been^one
of the leaders of the anti-Castro movement in Miami, had now resorted to
radical terrorist action, fearful as many other anti-Castro Cubans 
are, that the United States will resume diplomatic relations with 
Cuba, thereby recognizing the Castro Regime^, DE.JiRMAS stated that 
Cuban Intelligence, specificallylMOISES and MIKI^^laimed that 
FILIPIO RIVERIA's group was responsible for the MOULION bombin'
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RE NUEL

DE^ARMAS also stated that Cuban Int^Ligen'ce considered 
RAM^TbRZC^CRESPO ip s trumen tai in the bomb irig^o fK‘ t-hej Cuban fishing

' vess^c^^ which precipitated ...his ^ess-^onference.
DE ARMAS explained that all of the inforyatipnfeonc.em.ng the
above bombing was forthcoming from conversati^ wj^teb^uban - Intel 1 igence 
officers during his stay in Cuba. DE ARMAS dispvqYbd^ny knowledge 
or participation in any of the above described or other
bombings related to Cuban matters in the US.or abroad. He placed a 
great reliance in the opinions of InCeL^ and attributed that
what he considered to be an extensive/^Stsnetwork working in Maimi for 
the CASTRO Government. He advise^thaf/tnat network furnishes the Cuban 
Governmen^fee^back from Miami its^ajardus operations within a matter 
°f days. " *

aimConcerning .ORLAND. Cuban Government feels
that the United Stateis protecting him, and considers, 
the Dominican Republic as being dominated by the United States.

_ARMAS felt that he had accomplished his objective of
^elf in a position of trust within Cuban Intelligence 
Ie wished to make this a matter of record with American

|<@ncf as well as to place himself at their disposal. His only 
is t&at he be advised as quickly as possible as to his possible 
?tion1 by the United States Government. ^He stated that he 
?'directed by Cuban Intelligence to perform any acts

those noted above on their behalf. The Cuban
^ent& officers that he identified never identified
ives^as being with the DGI but only described themselves as \ 

ijCuban Intelligence. DE ARMAS was never shown any credenti^ 
^J^cuments which would identify them as such. "
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